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Digital Demand Is Overwhelming
Supply Chains
This infinite loop version of supply chain is already here with
digitization penetrating everything we do along its never-ending
flow. Unlike other technology breakthroughs in history though
(e.g., steam power, electrification)—the leading edge has not been
business users, but rather consumers.
end supply chain in favor of demand. The
net effect, compounded over the past
two decades, has been a big increase in
customer expectations of choice, speed,
accountability, and low prices. Supply chain
is being told to jump and asking, “how high”?

It is so weird and different that we overlook
the obvious: a teenager with an iPhone has
more powerful “digital demand” than any
brand owner, retailer or industrial concern
can match with billions of dollars invested
in ERP supply chain response systems. In
fact, we estimate that measured by the total
amount of money invested, data created,
and transactions executed since 2004 the
demand chain is 5-10 times more “digitally
dense” than the supply chain.7
Our survey asked supply chain professionals
how they feel about the relative power of
digitized demand chains. By nearly a 2:1
ratio, they say that digitization has shifted
the balance of power along their end-to-

Is it possible to harness this massive power
of digital demand to build strategies and
mechanisms to get to zero carbon? And,
if so, where should the transformation
start? We believe that mapping the power
imbalances functionally across this infinite
loop could help leaders build a practical
roadmap to Zero100 supply chains specific
to any business challenge.

Imbalance: Operational Accountability vs. Customer Demand
 In Favor of Supply Side

30%

0%

 No Change

 In Favor of Demand Side

14%

56%

50%

Q: How do you think digital technology has changed the ‘balance of power’ in your end-to-end supply chain?
Source: Zero100 Q1 2022 Survey of U.S. Supply Chain Professionals.
n = 240

100%
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If “perfect is the enemy of the
good” maybe now is the time for
supply chain organizations to figure
out how to provide personalized
information about carbon impact at
the transaction level so people can
see how their individual choices
ripple back onto the wider world.

Here Are Three
Ideas to Consider…

Consideration Set
Awareness
urchase
e-P
r
P

Consumer spending accounts for
60% of GDP worldwide.15 If we as
consumers can get excited about
cutting carbon, it will help drive
supply chains upstream to make
the essential process changes
before it’s too late. Supply chain
organizations everywhere are busy
building data collection systems
and analytics to track carbon, even
though carbon accounting is still
an inexact science at best.

Driving ESG Outcomes Throughout
the Consumer Journey

Interest
Consideration
Intent
Evaluation
Purchase

e

Consumer
Engagement
in Zero Carbon
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Post-Purchas
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Adoption
Retention
Expansion
Advocacy

Validate and reinforce how consumer choices
contribute to distinct ESG goals (which are not
of equal priority for each and every customer).
Provide greater transparency into the tradeoffs
between similar products or services during the
final stages of consideration.
Enable the customer to extend positive choices
that enhance or extend positive ESG outcomes.
Source: Zero100.
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About
Zero100
At Zero100, we’re mobilizing
a radically new and diverse
community of global
operations leaders and their
teams, at the intersection of
supply chain and technology
in the Climate Era.
Our mission is to close the gap
between the importance, speed
and complexity of today’s supply
chain profession, and the outdated
research and benchmarks that
support it, to accelerate progress to
Zero Percent Carbon, 100% Digital.

About Our Research
We research the intersection of megatrends
transforming supply chain management now—
the digitization of operations versus rising
customer expectations of accountability
for environmental and social impact. These
megatrends are driving operations leaders to
make unprecedented strategic bets on DIGITAL
capabilities, ESG (Environmental, Social &
Governance) commitments and reporting,
and PEOPLE organization and development.

To that end, we provide a
community-based education and
research platform. Our unique
and proprietary content, learning
programs, events and connections
help members accelerate progress
on critical initiatives, level-up their
talent, and grow the credibility of
their supply chain.

Our research is designed to treat your time
as a precious commodity, to provoke your
thinking and to be easily leveraged with your
team. It is built on a content architecture that
ties every research asset back to how we
deliver on the Zero100 mission and assumes
that the community is smarter than any single
voice or subject matter expert.
©2022 Zero100 Inc. All rights reserved.
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